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Meeting with Ricky Howse of Brebner Print  

“When I was a youngster in advertising in the 80’s I remember visiting printers with machines the 

length of football fields” I tell Ricky Howse, manager of Brebner Print. “Is it still the same these days?” 

I ask him 

“Yes and no” he tells me. “’Yes’ because we still have large machines out the back for some print jobs 

- and ‘no’ because a lot of machines are digital these days and therefore a lot smaller than they used 

to be. Having said that we also have a few machines that are 50 to 60 years old because no one has 

designed a better way to do some things than those old classics”.  

“That is amazing” I say “given the pace of technology these days”.  

“It is” Ricky agrees, “and the man who handles those machines is very much an old fashioned printer 

and we prize his skills because there is no way we could do it without him”. 

Brebner Print has been an institution in Napier for 40 years. They have a well-earned reputation for 

never compromising on quality. 

“Why is quality printing important?” I ask Ricky. 

“What you print and send out into the world is your shop window” he says. “People interpret a lot 

about a business by the materials they send out. If a print job is shoddy and poor quality it sends a 

message that the business likes to cut corners and that can make a potential customer question the 

businesses commitment to quality control. With so many competitors these days it makes sense to 

present your business to the best of your ability - and we constantly stress that to our own clients. We 

will make them look as good as we possibly can”. 

Ricky and his team can print 25,000 envelopes in an hour or a single piece of wallpaper featuring your 

son’s sporting hero for his bedroom wall. “When all the mums out there hear about this”, I say “you 

are going to get flooded with requests for ‘Frozen’ wallpaper!” 

Ricky laughs. “We won’t mind that” he says, “because we look after every customer, big or small, with 

the same dedication. Little girls and their mums are more than welcome!”   

From package design to gold foiling, from big posters to annual reports, from A5 instruction manuals 

to carbon free numbered docket books Brebner Print has the machines and the people to sort any 

print job quickly, efficiently, perfectly. 

Ricky began as an award winning apprentice over 20 years ago and today he managers a printing 

business that services customers from New Plymouth to Hamilton.  

Things might be changing in the printing world all the time, one thing never changes it seems to me. 

Great printers have always had ink in their veins - and they always will! 


